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Switch pack mk3 12-channel   
19"/3U, CEE 32A, 2 x Han 16E out, RCD, DMX 
 
Remote switching of electric loads controlled by DMX512 signals 
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 Valuable electronics

Digital adjustment of the start-address

DMX512- or manual control

RCD circuit breaker

Individual circuit breaker per channel

Individual specifications are possible on request

The Major mk3 switch packs are equipped with one relay cards
with twelve channels. The mk3 series can operate 16A ohm
resistive loads or 8A inductive loads per channel. Via menu, all
adjustments can be made for the channels, e.g. DMX-hold on/off
or relay on/off if there is a signal failure. Also control via menu or
DMX connection is also possible for the mk3 switch pack.
The Major switch pack 12 is a 19"/3U device, intended for rack
installation and is equipped with one high quality relay card. This
allows, as standard, twelve safety plugs or two Harting Han 16E
connections to be controlled via the integrated DMX input. The switch
pack is protected with an RCD circuit breaker as well as with a single
fuse automator, and is supplied complete with a 32A CEE connector
fitted. All the controls are clearly laid out on the front, while the load
outlet and the DMX inputs and outputs are located on the rear of the
unit. Individual specifications are possible on request.

Scope of delivery 
Mains cable 1.5m with 32A male CEE connector

 Technical specifications 
IP rating  IP20 

Net weight  14kg 

Dimensions  483 x 132 x 250mm 

 

Article    
230137 Switch pack mk3 12-channel, 19"/3U, CEE 32A, 2 x Han 16E out, RCD,

DMX
 230138 Switch pack mk3 12-channel, 19"/3U, CEE 32A, 12 Schuko outlets,

RCD, DMX
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